
Celestial Respiration
An Astronomy Battle Card Game

May take more than 1 hour to play
This is only a 2 Player Game

Ages 12+ with parental help to understand the game

You are Astronomers who aim to be the top of their 
league! Battle with Stars and Galaxies for the Nobel 
Champion Prize! Use Planets, Telescopes, Tools, and 
Moons to aid you on your mission.

Objective
You will play brighter Stars to absorb your opponent’s
dimmer Stars in what we call a stellar cannibalistic 
“Consumption”. The first to do this 10 times wins the 
game! Each time a consumption is successful, the 
player gains one Victory Point. There are Alternative 
ways to win the game such as to have in your hand 
five Jupiter pieces or five Lunar Phase pieces.

Components
<<15 Stars per box

Jupiter Pack>>

<<5 Nebulae per box

Lunar Pack>>

<<3 Galaxy Cards per box

Martian Pack>>

<<12 Tools per box

Saturn Pack>>

<<Observatory Pack

Eclipse Pack>>

Setup
Each Box contains the following; 15 Stars, 5 Nebulae,
12 Tools, 3 Galaxies, A Tracker Card, “Star Cheat 
Sheet,” and 3 Discovery Packs with 6 cards in each 
pack. A player may adjust their deck to their liking so 
long as they have at least 30 cards in their deck. 
Players will decide who goes first by flipping a coin.

The Game Diagram Below Shows where cards are 
played.

Let the Star Wars Begin
Each player will draw 7 cards to begin the game. This
is their hand, also known as Collection.  They may 
look at their hand. This hand cannot be shown to 
other players.

At the beginning of each turn, draw 1 card.
There are different types of cards that can be played. 
The orange cards are known as Discovery cards. You 
will have to read the card effect below the picture to 
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understand how to use these cards in the game.
Another type of card is the Pink Tools cards. If you 
collect three of the same picture cards, you may 
destroy any Celestial Object, while if you collect two 
of the same picture pieces you may search for any 
Celestial Object in the Deck and add it to your hand.

The first player may play as many Nebulae, Tools, or 
Discovery cards as they want, however, they may 
only play 1 Star or Galaxy per turn.

How do we play a Star?
To play a Star card, you will first need a Nebula. The 
sole purpose of a Nebula card is to play Star cards. 
There are two game modes where the difference is 
how a Star is played using a Nebula. They are as 
follows:

FUN MODE:

 A single Nebula may be used to play up to three 
Stars. A Nebula is played by taking the card from 
your hand and placing it on its designated space on 
the field. The purple Tracker card is used to keep 
count of how many Nebula Energies is available. The 
Energies represent how many times a Star has been 
played. There are ten circles, where three are 
underlined. In FUN MODE, you will just use the 
underlined three circles to keep track of how many 
Stars were played from a single Nebula. Remember, 
only one Star may be played per turn.

EDUCATIONAL MODE:

In EDUCATIONAL MODE, A Nebula has ten (10) 
Energies to play Stars instead of three (3). A single 
Nebula may play a certain amount of Stars depending 
on the type of Stars being played. For example, if 
Alnilam is going to be played, it is a supergiant star, 
so it will use 5 Energies from the ten available on a 
given Nebula. You may use the Energies from one, 
two, or three Nebulae to play Stars.

How do we determine if a Star is a supergiant or 
something else such as a Bright Giant? Look to the 
Star Cheat Sheet.

How do we determine how much Energies is used 
from a Nebula to play a Star? We look to the Purple 

Tracker Card and locate the amount of energies 
needed for a supergiant to be played (middle of card).

If you want to spice things up, you can use the 
Hertzsprung Russel Diagram on the Back of the 
Tracker card to determine the type of Star that you 
would like to play (instead of using the Star Cheat 
Sheet). Instructions on how to use this diagram can be
found on https://sgvcreations.com/  .  

Stars and Galaxies are the only cards considered 
Celestial Objects in the game. Discovery and Lunar 
cards that says "treated as a Celestial Object" or 
"treated as a Star card" are only considered Celestial 
Objects while on the Space Field. If these cards are in
the deck (the Discovery and Lunar), they are not 
considered Celestial Objects and they may not be 
searched when playing two of the same picture Tools 
cards.

Winning the Nobel Champion Prize
A Player wins if they accumulated ten (10) Victory 
Points, acquired five Lunar Phase Cards in their hand,
kept the Transit of Venus active on the Space Field for
Ten (10) turns, or acquired the five Jupiter pieces 
(Jupiter and the Galilean moons) in their hand.

Special Moves for Stars and Galaxies

A Star may be played in one of two different 
positions:             

Normal (Offensive) Position 
 • When a Star is played in the Normal
position, it is an offensive Star which
means it may consume another Star.

       
Sideways (Defensive) Position

 • When a Star is in the Sideways
Position, it is a defensive Star and
cannot consume other Stars.
This position is good when your
opponent has a Star with a very strong (low) Apparent
Magnitude but weak (high) Absolute Magnitude 
value.

NOTE: A Star that has declared a Consumption may 
not change positions that turn.
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How do we consume other Stars? 

Its very simple. On a Star card, there are four facts:

    • Color Index

    • Apparent Magnitude

    • Absolute Magnitude

    • Distance

      The two players will only use Apparent 
Magnitude and Absolute Magnitude when Consuming
in two different case scenarios:

          1. If a player designates their Normal 
(Offensive) Position Star to consume their 
opponent’s Normal (Offensive) Position Star, the 
Apparent Magnitudes of the Stars are compared (the 
brighter Star wins). 

           2. If a player designates their Normal 
(Offensive) Position Star to consume their 
opponent’s Sideways (Defensive) Position Star, 
Absolute Magnitudes are compared (the brighter Star 
wins).

           3. Interstellar Consumption – when two of your 
Stars are present on the Space Field and your opponent has 
none, you may shine through the vast expanse of the Universe
with both Stars and Consume your opponent directly.

NOTE: Lower values for Apparent Magnitude and 
Absolute Magnitude denotes the star is brighter in 
comparison to a Star with higher values.

How do we play a Galaxy?
To play a Galaxy you must either send to the Discard 
Pile:

    1. Three Stars from the Space Field.

    2. Two Stars from the same constellation on the Space 
Field (the third line from the title is the constellation name 
on a Star card—ie. Scorpio, Draco, Orion).

    3. Three Stars from the same Constellation in your hand.

NOTE: Galaxies cannot be played during the same 
turn a Star is played. They can consume 1 Star per 
turn instantly, and same positions and rules apply as 
in Stars when consuming other Galaxies (Instead of 
Absolute magnitude., Surface Brightness is used).

Glossary 

    • Celestial Deck  – the deck where you draw and search 
cards from. The minimum number of cards per deck is 30.

    • Celestial Objects – Stars, Galaxies, Solar Eclipse 
(Phenomena Celestial Object), Lunar Eclipse (Phenomena 
Celestial Object), The Sun, Transit of Venus(Phenomena 
Celestial Object) (Played in the Celestial Object Zone).

    • Collect – to hold the cards in your hand.

    • Collection – all of the cards that consists your hand.

    • Consume – the act of a Star "out-shining" another Star. A
Star may only do this if it is "Brighter" than the other Star. 
When your Star “consumes” an opponent's Star, you gain one
Token. Then, your opponent's Star goes to the discard pile (it 
is destroyed). Galaxies also consume Stars and other 
Galaxies.

    • Create – to play a Celestial Object card.

    • Destroy – to send a card to the discard pile (from the 
Space Field) without gaining Tokens unless specified by the 
specific card or rules. Usually Discovery cards and 
Combining three of the same kind of Tools cards have this 
effect on Celestial Objects. A Star that is consumed is 
destroyed.

    • Discard Pile – the area where cards are put when they are
used or destroyed. Nebula are put here after their Energies are
used up for playing Stars. Stars are put here after they are 
“consumed” by an opponent's brighter Star, or when they are 
used to play a Galaxy, etc. Tools and Discovery cards are put 
here after they are played.

    • Discard – to send a card(s) to the discard pile from your 
hand (Collection) without playing it on the Space Field.

    • Equip/Orbit– To place another card below a Celestial 
Object card to enhance the Celestial Object’s brightness or 
other aspect.

    • Interstellar Consumption – when you gain a Token 
through a medium such as a Star or Galaxy without actually 
consuming your opponent's Star. (see Game Rulings section)

    • Search – to look for a card in the Celestial deck and add 
it to your hand.

    • Space Field – The area where all cards are played and 
used.

    • TND Zone – The maximum three slots open in 
the Space Field where you may play or set Tools, 
Nebulae, or Discovery cards.
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COPYRIGHT INFORMATION

Celestial Respiration is an astronomy card game 
that uses images from a wide variety of sources. 
We claim no copyright for any of the pictures or 
graphics used besides the color background of 
the cards. What does belong to us is the rights 
for the game instructions (ie. game play, how to 
play the game).

Here is a list of where to find the images.

STELLARIUM
Stellarium does not endorse this game. All of the
Star card images and some graphics such as the 
one on the bottom box is from the Stellarium 
software. All those who claim copyright for these 
images own these images. We claim no 
ownership for any of the Star images/graphics 
used from the Stellarium software.

Stellarium User Guide (Copyright 
Information, accessed July 16, 2018)

•Stellarium User Guide Copyright c 2014-
2018 Georg Zotti. Copyright c 2011-2018 
Alexander Wolf. Copyright c 2006-2013 
Matthew Gates. Copyright c 2013-2014 
Barry Gerdes († 2014).
•Stellarium User Guide (pp.321-322) The 
fullsky milky way panorama has been 
created by Axel Mellinger, University of 
Potsdam, Germany. Further information and 
more pictures available from http://home. 
arcor-online.de/axel.mellinger/. License: 
permission given to “Modify and re- 322 
Appendix H. Acknowledgements distribute 
this image if proper credit to the original 
image is given.”

NASA, ESA, AMATEUR 

ASTRONOMERS, GRAPHIC 

DESIGNERS
NASA and the ESA does not endorse this 
product. Many images used in the game are from
NASA, the ESA, and Amateur Astronomers. The 
images were taken from Wikimedia Commons 
and Pixabay. All attributes have been given to 
the image makers to the best of our knowledge.

THE GAME CRAFTER
The "Requirements" graphic on the Game box is 
from: https://www.thegamecrafter.com/
We started creating our game using this 
platform, and we encourage any of you to do the
same if you have an idea!

Check out Website for Game Rulings,
Gameplay, tutorial videos, and more, at:

 https://sgvcreations.com/  .  

This game couldn’t have been brought to
you except through kind friends from

KickStarter and my family.

Thank you!
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